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Genocidal Anti-Israelism – The Ticking Time Bomb

The blast in the Port of Beirut on 4 August 2020 has been described – after the event – as a “ticking time bomb”. But there is a ticking time bomb in Lebanon that, if not defused, will result in far more loss of life than the port explosion.

In southern Lebanon 150,000 rockets and missiles are aimed at Israel, some high precision and long-range. Colonel Richard Kemp, who has headed various anti-terrorism intelligence committees for the British Government, tells us there are many houses that have an adjoining “missile room”. Kemp also says (in a talk he gave on Intelligence on 6th November 2020, with Pickles attending) that the Lebanese Shiite group Hizbollah – backed by Iran – is the greatest terrorist threat in the world today. He reminds us that in 2015, British Intelligence (tipped off by Israeli Intelligence) discovered three metric tons of ammonium nitrate wrapped in ice packs in a London warehouse owned by Hizbollah-backed operatives, this chemical being the favored bomb-making explosive of Hizbollah, and the main chemical responsible for the accidental blast in the Port of Beirut warehouse.

One hopes that the anticipated Biden administration will continue to listen to the warnings of advisors such as Colonel Kemp, and Israeli Intelligence, before re-opening the “Iran nuclear deal”.

The warnings of Colonel Kemp regarding the Shiite Jihadists must be heeded, but the preoccupation in Europe right now is the Sunni Islamism of the Muslim Brotherhood (the MB being the very authors of Islamism), following what amounts to incitement to murder French people by President Erdoğan. Erdoğan’s rhetoric was backed up in Pakistan by Prime Minister Imran Khan, and in Malaysia by former Prime Minister Mahathir bin Mohamad, who after the recent Jihadist attack in a church in Nice declared that Muslims have the right “to kill millions of French people”. None of these Islamist leaders has issued such de facto fatwas – or even requested UN condemnations – on China for its rounding up of up to 3 million Uighur Muslims into concentration camps and forced labor. There is no Islamist condemnation of the regimes of Syria or Iran. Despite its charitable facades, Islamism is not about compassionate pursuit for the world’s Muslims. Islamism is all about the political and apocalyptic goal of taking Jerusalem and winning the world for Islam (as it is understood by the Islamists). Islamism necessarily involves the intellectual persuasion of a critical mass of the world’s Muslims to Islamism. This global movement requires philosophical corruption of young Muslims to fight the infidel – or better still to martyr themselves in killing the infidel – to achieve the ‘holy’ goals defined by their elders.

This Islamist ideology must not be – as it often is in the West – attributed to economic hardship or political disenfranchisement. Its dominant intellectual, spiritual, political and global-media base is Qatar, the richest nation in the world per capita. Last year (2019), one
of the worst – or at least most widely reported – Islamist suicide bombings was in Sri Lanka. It had been planned by a group of young, intelligent and affluent Muslim men who, on the most holy day of the Christian calendar, walked into crowded churches and hotels, blowing themselves up, killing over 250 people, and injuring hundreds more. These human bombs were highly educated (including, it seems, at Kingston University in the UK); two of them were brothers who were sons of one of the richest businessmen in Sri Lanka.

Haras Rafiq, a leading British Muslim expert on the prevention of terrorism, gave a lecture on “the threat of Islamism” at Oxford University in June 2019 (with Landes and Pickles attending), explaining that the goal of Islamism is to “enforce their version of Fiqh [jurisprudence] which comes from Sharia... as state law on everybody [not just Muslims] on Earth”. He said that the metaphysical prerequisite to this goal is “to wipe Israel off the map” through genocide of the Jews. The obliteration of Israel, and Jews, is a staple of Islamism, and its scholarly adherents and political leaders – including presidents and prime ministers and sheiks of some of the Muslim nations – make no secret of it.

It is important to realize that Islamism is a scholarly and philosophical movement: this fact affords the world, including the world’s Muslims, hope that Islam will once again bring forth the kind of scholarly and philosophical leadership that counters Islamism and is good for the civilization of the world. But in order to help and encourage Muslim thinkers who are trying to reform Islam and take on Islamism, the West must learn quickly what Islamism is, and cease to indulge it, including its global media and its ostensibly peace-making and diplomatic missions which poison Muslim minds in Arabic, Persian, Urdu... and soften up Western minds in (mainly) the old colonial languages of English and French.

In his talk at Oxford University, Haras Rafiq spoke of a survey he had conducted (before 7/7) from a wide demographic of fellow British Muslims, “including a question to name your Muslim role model.” Rafiq was shocked to learn that, apart from the Prophet, one of the most common answers (5%) was Osama Bin Laden. He immediately warned (and was ignored by until 7/7) the British Government. Other polls indicate a high level of British Muslim approval of 9/11, and of the Al-Qaeda-inspired attacks in London on 7/7/2005. A poll for the Telegraph in 2006 revealed that 40% of British Muslims want Sharia law to be imposed on the UK3. The desires and goals of Islamism, therefore, are not restricted to the fringes of Islam; they have now very much entered the mainstream of Islam.

All this does not square with the words of President Obama in 2015 that, “99.9% of Muslims are looking for the same thing we are... order, peace, prosperity”⁴, or with similar proclamations made by George W Bush (even after 9/11). It seems that almost every political leader of the West has tried to adhere to this Bush and Obama narrative, through, it seems, a kind of proleptic fear of provoking yet more pain on the West.
Fear and well-intentioned “political correctness” are partial explanations for why the West has been sleeping for 20 years. Innate Western (Christian) antisemitism is another. It is high time we started to see the situation as it is, rather than how we want to think it is. Only very recently has President Macron realized that France must change tack. Other Western leaders must follow Macron’s lead for the sake of the health of the world, including the world’s Muslims, who are at risk of yet more radicalization or who are already the fearful victims of the Islamists, as are diverse peoples in huge swathes of the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and even, increasingly, Europe. Our primary target must be the underlying philosophy of Islamism, because all toxics ’isms in the world, including those that overwhelmed Christendom and Japan and China in the 20th century, are the products of bad philosophy, be it religious or pseudo-religious, or atheistic and anti-religious. Violent and overwhelming mass movements don’t generate the bad philosophy, rather the bad philosophy provides the inspiration and sustaining justification for the violent and overwhelming mass movements.

Islamism today should be understood as neither the preserve of Sunni nor Shia. Since the Iranian Revolution, the Islamic Republic of Iran has paid homage to the Sunni Muslim Brotherhood and its Islamism, which, as Haras Rafiq acknowledges, is the Islamization of Nazism. Islamism, since its successful spread in the 1930s, evolved alongside Nazism, and inherited and developed the Nazi theory of Jews as the metaphysical enemy of all mankind.

In Iran, the ayatollahs translated into Persian the books of Muslim Brotherhood leader and Islamic philosopher Sayyid Qutb (d. 1966), who Islamized the Nazi philosophy, not least in his book Our Struggle with the Jews (1950). In 1964, Qutb wrote his hugely influential Milestones outlining the timetable to bring the whole world into the Islamic State, a process that had to begin within the Muslim nations, all of which according to Qutb had fallen into jahiliyya, or pagan darkness and ignorance, away from ‘pure’ Islam. It is this process of using revolutionary and political means to bring Muslims ‘back’ into ‘pure’ Islam5, and thereby winning the world for its Jerusalem-centered (or “Al-Quds”-centered) end state in God, that the Muslim Brotherhood coined “Islamism”.

For about 20 years now (since the turn of the Millennium, and the Second Intifada) the nations of Organization of Islamic Cooperation have been trying to outdo each other in their regressive race for Qutbist purity. Even the Sultan of Brunei, last year, proudly announced that he wants to make his nation more “Islamic” by introducing death-by-stoning for male homosexuals and adulterers (and 10 years imprisonment of lesbians), and he wants to reintroduce amputation for theft. Islamism is not a product of poverty!

Above all, the Muslim nations have been outdoing each other to prove their commitment to wiping Israel off the map, through military means, political means, commercial means, media, and social media. These nations are a 57-bloc vote in the United Nations forums, and flood the forums with Israel-only condemnations. They fund Western universities (with
strings attached), fund Islamist-supporting mosques in the West, and support one or more of the Islamist/Jihadist movements on Israel’s borders, not least in Lebanon.

As noted, Lebanon has 150,000 missiles pointing at Israel. This is more missiles than possessed by all the nations of the EU combined. 150,000 is a big number, with a big financial cost, in a nation whose regime’s ideologies are leading to its bankruptcy. There are four outcomes to this Lebanese ticking time bomb:

1. The condition of the bombs deteriorates through lack of costly regular maintenance and inspections, and become susceptible to catching fire and exploding. (This could lead to scenario 2, 3, or 4.)

2. The bombs are removed and dismantled by explosives experts.

3. The Hizbollah-dominated Lebanese government manages to fire most of these bombs into Israel as the prelude to obliterating Israel, and taking Jerusalem for (Shia) Islam. At this point, the “twelfth Imam” appears, and there is a second coming of Jesus (Isa). Jesus leads Islam to victory over the whole world. This is the raison d’être for Hizbo-Allah, “the Party of Allah”, depicted on the Hizbollah flag.

4. At the first sign of missiles launched, Israel reacts immediately to prevent its own obliteration. Israel bombs southern Lebanon, including, inevitably, the human shields.

The most likely scenarios are 1 and 4, both catastrophic, and absolutely catastrophic if Iran (perhaps with the help of neighboring Pakistan) gains nuclear capability. The most desirable scenario is 2. As things stand, the most likely to be tried, and deadliest, is scenario 3. It looks probable that Lebanon, which has within it many of the same pan-national, Jihadist factions and revolutionary Socialist factions as Syria, will start to resemble that godforsaken land, creating an even greater Arab refugee crisis for the world, and yet more pestilence and death. Another failed, Muslim-dominated state.

And Lebanon is far from the only ticking time-bomb in the Middle East. Indeed the neighborhood is full of places where it has already gone off (Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Sudan), and places where it still ticks (Gaza, Palestinian Authority, Jordan, and Iran). In the 21st century the nations created by Sykes-Picot underwent a deep shock from the spread of Islamism and its millions of refugees, and many of them are failing. Although they are in internecine conflict, these nations have one common ideology at their core: genocidal anti-Israelism.
Genocidal anti-Israelism, latest avatar of antisemitism

To understand why these new countries are melting down, it is important to know more about the genocidal ambitions of Islamism, one of the most toxic religious ideologies the world has ever known, an apocalyptic movement that believes that only through massive destruction of evil can the millenial kingdom of righteousness – in this case the global Caliphate – come about. Jihadiis are Allah’s agents in bringing that destruction about, one of the key elements of which is the extermination of the Jews down to the very last one. According to a widely credited hadith (saying formally attributed to Muhammad):

"Judgment Day will not come until the Muslims will fight the Jews, and the Jews will hide behind rocks and trees. Then the rocks and the trees will speak, calling upon the Muslims: "Oh Muslim, oh servant of Allah, there is a Jew behind me, come and kill them." Hadith 6

It is difficult to exaggerate the popularity of this hadith among contemporary Muslim preachers. The Hamas Charter cites the hadith of the rocks and trees as a pious desire:

[Hamas, or the Islamic Resistance Movement] “aspires to the realisation of Allah’s promise, no matter how long that should take. The Prophet, Allah bless him and grant him salvation, has said: ‘The Day of Judgement will not come until…”

Because the 21st century avatar of this most ancient hatred takes the form of hating the Jewish state and its inhabitants and supporters, we speak throughout this essay about genocidal anti-Israelism. It is a direct descendent of Nazi exterminationist antisemitism.

The ramping up of genocidal Jihadism “took off” in 2000 with the “Second Intifada,” when global rage at Israel for ‘killing’ the child Muhammad Al Durah – a video hoax production by a Palestinian cameraman, voiced over by a duped journalist of France 2 – got replayed in an endless loop the world over7. In the Arab world, this Blood Libel so enraged the Ummah that the double blasphemy of suicide terror became legitimate. With Qatar’s hyper-modern al Jazeera in the lead, the Ummah, especially Palestinians, overwhelmingly supported Muslims’ committing suicide (forbidden) to kill infidel civilians (forbidden). As Saudi Wahhabi Shiekh Hawala wrote in his apocalyptic Intifada of Rajab8, published online on September 11, 2001:

A government-appointed scholar of the Azhar [University] declares on the most widely-viewed satellite television channel [al Jazeera] that the only way to deal with the Jews is with the principle: “Slay them wherever you find them.” The interviewer asks, “But Shaykh, do you mean actual killing?” (That is, “Do you understand what you are saying?”). “Does the Azhar agree with you?” And the answer is unequivocally: “Yes.”
Meantime, Bin Laden jumped on the Al Dura footage and made it a main feature of his global social media recruitment campaign, leading to 9/11. The time to implement the apocalyptic hadith had come, and the world conquest that beckoned. In 2002, a Palestinian preacher declared:

“We believe in this Hadith [of the rocks and trees]. We are convinced also that this Hadith heralds the spread of Islam and its rule over all the lands... Oh Allah, annihilate the Jews and their supporters... Oh Allah, raise the flag of Jihad across the earth... Oh beloved, look to the East of the earth, find Japan and the ocean; look to the West of the earth, find the country and the ocean. Be assured that these will be owned by the Muslim nation, as the Hadith says, ‘from the ocean to the ocean’. ⁹”

Genocidal Jew-hatred, generously exported from the Christian West to the Middle East in the mid-20th century, and now returned to the West as genocidal anti-Israelism in the 21st, is “the Nazi elephant in the room.” ¹⁰ It will continue to curse the world so long as the world ignores it.

The Islamist legitimization of suicide terror that began in Israel in 2000 has spread, unsurprisingly, and is now a global phenomenon. Within a year of the Al Dura Blood Libel, suicide terror struck civilian infidels in New York. Within half a decade, it spread to within the Muslim world, and today kills many more fellow Muslims than non-Muslims. And throughout the Middle East and North Africa (and beyond) these groups have turned their “martyrdom operations” on the Christians, Yazidis, Sufis, non-triumphalist Muslims, atheists... and everyone who is not “pure” Muslim, apparently living in state of jahiliyya.

Ticking time-bombs of Jihadi suicide terror have as yet only occasionally spilled out to the West, but with significant devastation, mainly in France, but also Madrid 2004, London 2005, Fort Hood 2009, San Bernardino 2015, Brussels and Zaventem 2016, Manchester (UK) 2017, London 2017, Barcelona 2017, etc.

Following recent Islamist attacks in France, the UK Government earlier this month (3 November 2020) raised its terrorist threat level to “Severe – an attack is highly likely”. Today, the entire global community in the 21st century lives in the shadow of Jihad, whose central ideology is genocidal anti-Israelism.

Osama Bin Laden, in his rambling letter to the world, translated into English and circulated by enthusiastic Islamists in the UK, stated that the primary reason for 9/11 was “America’s support for Israel”. The secondary reason is to call the whole world into “the true religion”: Islam, and to free all the world’s Muslims “to make Shariah the supreme law”¹¹.

There is no instance of “Christian” in Bin Laden’s letter explaining the need for 9/11. There are 11 instances of “the Jews”, some of which are textbook Hitler and Henry Ford, such as:
“Your [US] law is the law of the rich and wealthy people, who hold sway in their political parties, and fund their election campaigns with their gifts. Behind them stand the Jews, who control your policies, media and economy.”

Osama Bin Laden’s “Letter to the American People”, November 2002

The people of Lebanon are some of many victims of this ticking time bomb of global Israel hatred, its people held captive and brainwashed by a leadership that prefers to have them suffer a dysfunctional state, than compromise with a “Jewish state.” Jews comprise a mere 1 in 500 of the world population (about 0.2%), and Israel accounts for a mere one-quarter-of-1% of the landmass of the Arab Middle East, and yet somehow we are expected to find it reasonable that international discussions on “Middle East peace” center on Israel, and what she must do and concede, to placate the Arabs, while the Arab world (with a bigger landmass than the USA) and Iran arm to the teeth the factions on Israel’s borders with the declared intention to obliterate Israel. Worse, the political leaders of the West evidently think they can placate Hizbollah’s sponsor, the Islamic Republic of Iran, and make it see reason, by allowing it to develop a ‘civil’ nuclear program.

Historically, antisemitism has been primarily a Christian disease, which is surely why Western audiences readily accept anti-Israelist propaganda from Islamists, including its Holy Land regimes Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Throughout England today we see fewer “old maids bicycling to Holy Communion through the morning mist” and more of them heading into town to join the Islamists of the “Palestinian Solidarity Campaign”.

Despite the innate antisemitism of the Christian and post-Christian West, we must cease to indulge obsessively anti-Israel groups that feed, justify and encourage the perverted metaphysical ideology of anti-Israelism. This means that a significant part of the
progressive movement needs to come to identify the ways in which they harbor genocidal antisemitism. This includes global institutions like the United Nations, the EU, the International Criminal Court, the “Human Rights” NGOs, the universities, churches, charities, and, of course, mosques. Every time we single out Israel as the nation to condemn above all others, we make the world a more dangerous place for all. It bows down to the will of the Islamists, for whom this genocidal hatred is a sacred cause.

Given the price in lives taken (hundreds of thousands per annum, mostly Muslim), one wonders why so many want to support Palestinian organizations that overtly want to obliterate the tiny nation that is home to half the world’s Jews (and millions of Arabs) and use suicide terror to get their way. This apocalyptic ideology that dreams of exterminating the Jews as a first stage in a ferocious world conquest permeates not just the Jihadi organizations like Hamas, Hizbullah, al Qaeda, and ISIS, but parts of the Muslim world often characterized by the West’s talking heads as “moderate.” Indeed, #GenerationCaliphate is the largest apocalyptic millennial movement on the planet right now, but evidently most people in the West do not really know much about it.

Qatar offers Sunni Islam’s de facto ‘pope’ and intellectual head of the Muslim Brotherhood Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi a global platform on their Al Jazeera TV. Despite being labelled moderate by hopeful infidels, Qaradawi shares the same apocalyptic imperialist ideology as the Shiites’ Ayatollah, legitimizing the use of Muslims, including children, as human bombs to target Israel. And, not incidentally, he looks forward to the conquest of the West, where at present he favors “non-violent” Da’wa (summons) to Jihad. “Da’wa will conquer the Crusaders in their own land,” said Qaradawi in Toledo Ohio, to American Muslim youth in 1995 – before most of the West even knew about global Jihad.

In 2003, al-Qaradawi published his fatwas on Israel in which he came down decisively in favor of suicide terror, and the genocidal hadith. It has been a permanent element of his enormously popular weekly preaching on Al Jazeera: broadcasting in Arabic to the whole world, his Islamic Nazism is unrestrained and explicit:

“O Allah, take your enemies, the enemies of Islam. O Allah, take the Jews, the treacherous aggressors. O Allah, take this profligate, cunning, arrogant band of people. O Allah, they have spread much tyranny and corruption in the land. Pour Your wrath upon them, O our God. Lie in wait for them. O Allah, You annihilated the people of Thamoud [An early pagan Arab tribe] with an overpowering blast, and You annihilated the people of ‘Aad [now the USA] with a fierce, icy gale, and You destroyed the pharaoh [of Exodus] and his soldiers – O Allah, take this oppressive, tyrannical band of people. O Allah, take this oppressive, Jewish Zionist band of people. O Allah, do not spare a single one of them. O Allah, count their numbers, and kill them, down to the very last one.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Al-Jazeera TV, 2009 (Translation by MEMRI)
“Throughout history, Allah has imposed upon the Jews people who would punish them for their corruption ... The last punishment was carried out by Hitler. By means of all the things he did to them – even though they exaggerated this issue – he managed to put them in their place. This was divine punishment for them ... Allah Willing, the next time will be at the hand of the believers.”

Yusuf al-Qaradawi, Al-Jazeera TV, 2009 (Translation by MEMRI)

The Dissembling of Genocidal Anti-Israelism and World Conquest

What Al-Jazeera – Qatar state TV – and other Arab-nation media channels broadcast in English is not what they broadcast in Arabic. This gives the Muslim Brotherhood a huge international media advantage. It broadcasts soft propaganda in English and French (the old colonial languages) that will suit the liberal antisemitic ear of the West, such as: the Israelis are colonial, imperial, racists who violate human rights and commit war crimes. And it broadcasts genocidal propaganda in Arabic. Similarly, the way the Muslim Brotherhood dialogues with Western politicians – through its organizations and partnerships such as Council of American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), the Muslim Council of Britain, Le Collectif contre l’islamophobie en France (CCIF), and Union des organisations islamiques de France – is not the overt Islamism it spreads throughout the Islamic nations.

And the way the Brotherhood’s organizations do “inter-faith dialogue” with gullible liberal churches is not what they preach out of the other side of the mouth. The journalist Abd al-Bari Atwan, a favorite commentator at the BBC admitted that obviously he doesn’t say the same thing in Arabic that he says to a Western audience. And Western news organizations follow suit: the BBC, for example, translates the common Gazan expression, “Death to the Jews,” as “Death to the Zionists.”

It should have shocked a sound generation when the notoriously antisemitic Mayor of London Ken Livingstone (inspirer of David Hirsh’s “Livingstone Formulation”14) invited Qaradawi to London in 2004. He radicalized a generation, some of whom struck the following year on Britain’s 7/7. And yet more surprising is that Qaradawi continues to appear in the West as a “moderate,” and is trustee for the Oxford [University] Centre for Islamic Studies, which was granted a royal charter in 2012 (!), and whose patron is HRH the Prince of Wales. This is, to all intents, giving the Muslim Brotherhood a royal charter, not only eating our democracy from the inside out, but our monarchy and academia too. Philosopher Sayyid Qutb, the Nazi author of Islamism,
would have been so proud that his intellectual successors have duped even the British Royal Family and the Church of England.

Alas, the flag of the global Ummah and global Sharia now flies high over Oxford, “the city of dreaming spires”, or rather the somnolent city of Muslim sex-slave gangs.\(^{15}\)

Similarly, the Muslim Brotherhood has duped and become embedded within the highest echelons of power in the USA. Consider Abdul Rahman al-Amoudi for instance, who was a regular visitor and advisor to the White House under both the Clinton and Bush administrations. In 2001 President Bush even invited Amoudi to speak at the national prayer and memorial service for 9/11; and when Bush gave his stunning speech at the Islamic Center in Washington DC, he had Muslim Brotherhood operators standing by his side, and probably the authors of his speech.\(^{16}\)

Two years after leading prayers at the memorial service, Amoudi was arrested at Heathrow Airport with $340,000 dollars concealed in his suitcase, destined for terrorist groups. Amoudi was working with Al-Qaeda, Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad, and involved in a plot to assassinate the Saudi Crown Prince. He is now serving a 23-year prison sentence.\(^{17}\)

None of this has much impact on an Islamophobia-phobic USA, UK and Europe where Muslim Brotherhood offshoots dominate the discussion speaking as “moderates”. When the Muslim Brotherhood became a major political player in the Arab world during the misnamed “Arab Spring,” the US Secretary of State and the Director of National Intelligence considered the MB “moderate” and “largely secular,” justifying President Obama’s siding with them against Mubarak in Egypt. However, viewing the effects of the MB victory in the Egyptian elections, Arab kings, emirs, sheiks, rulers and princes almost everywhere – including now in Egypt – have cracked down on the pan-international Brotherhood. This is why Egypt has followed Israel in creating a barrier to keep out the Palestinians of the Gaza Strip, who voted into power Hamas – the Islamic Resistance Movement – or “the Muslim Brotherhood in Palestine”.

The UAE in recent years has cracked down definitively on the Emirati Brotherhood and its Islamist ideology, and has blockaded neighboring Qatar, including Al Jazeera and other Islamist media from Qatar.\(^{18}\) But this is the same UAE which only two years ago arrested, imprisoned and tortured the British academic Matthew Hedges, who had written a paper on the role of the Muslim Brotherhood and the Gulf Cooperation Council in the Arab Spring.\(^{19}\) And Hedges is far from the only Western academic or businessperson to be “detained in Dubai”. Nevertheless, the apparent demise of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab world, and the rapprochement of UAE and Bahrain with Israel, is welcome news.

Today, 2020, the Muslim Brotherhood/Islamism suddenly, and surprisingly, has more influence in the West than it does in the Arab nations apart from Jordan, and Qatar, where Qaradawi went after Egypt expelled him, and from where he is disseminating his millennial
message: eradication of the Jewish state of Israel from the map of the world will bring world peace through universal sharia and the blessings of Allah to all nations.

Given the presence of such upside-down religious ideology, which one presumes would strike Western progressives as appalling, why are so many observers so willing to sacrifice not just Jews and many other innocent victims of this vicious destructiveness, but endanger progressive democracies the world over?

Why do Western institutions ignore the genocidal hatred pumped out by Palestinian leaders and pretend they are nationalist freedom fighters when they are openly, avowedly, Jihadis with a global imperial agenda? Why have so few Westerners, including the avid readers of the NYT, the Guardian, Le Monde, and listeners to the BBC, NPR, France24, not come to know how common in triumphalist Muslim circles is the Hadith, about how Muslims will, with the help of the rocks and trees, exterminate every last Jew?

Partly, it’s down to ignorance. Thanks to a news-media that systematically obfuscates the genocidal propaganda pumped out by Jihadis and Palestinian “freedom fighters,” most people have no idea what is at play. When prominent post-modernist scholars and pacifists embrace Hamas and Hizbullah as vital to the global and progressive anti-imperialism, they wilfully blind themselves to imperialist agenda and the staggering violence – both mental and spiritual – these “allies” are willing to inflict on both friend and foe, in order to accomplish their apocalyptic goals.

Partly, it’s misplaced pragmatism. When the UN looked the other way for now almost a decade and a half, as Hizbullah took the population of southern Lebanon hostage in their deranged war with Israel, it was a great deal easier than confronting so violent and determined an organization.

Partly, it is an emperor’s new clothes phenomenon: it’s more comforting to join in a chorus of approval of “Islamic resistance” and Israel’s “crimes against humanity,” than acknowledge that Israel is the only nation in the Middle East whose governance adheres to any definition of Human Rights, for peoples of all faiths and none, and on the front line in the fight against global Jihad and its near-unstoppable weapon of suicide terror. That the surrounding nations, who practice it systemically, can accuse Israel of apartheid racism, and get wide support from progressives in the West, means we’re dealing with a profound moral and empirical disorientation.

Partly, it is fear of being denounced by cancel-culture: if responsible adults, public officials, journalists, school authorities, social workers and so many others, could remain silent for over a decade, while Muslim Pakistani men sexually enslaved young infidel girls in British towns like Rotherham and Rochdale and Oxford, it was to a significant degree out of fear of the consequences of being labelled “Islamophobic”, a career-ending accusation in
many Western countries. Instead pundits prefer to downplay the phenomenon by claiming any such information about the more belligerent and malignant side of Islam just feeds racists and Islamophobes.

**And partly**, for some, it is the willingness to ignore the damage caused if only one can shower Israel with abuse. Israel that irritatingly successful, uniquely creative and progressive country, willing to help the whole world, living in a region where rule-by-fear (“Hama rules”) of mutual slaughter of civilian populations, dominate a “Strong Horse” political culture.\(^2^2\) For those driven by a supersessionist need to heap contempt on this pretentious “chosen people,” the thrill of condemning them for invented and grossly exaggerated criminal deeds, of accusing them of behaving like the Nazis, is just too tempting to resist. Who cares that such language feeds the Jihadi beast? No collateral damage will stand in the way of this Moral Schadenfreude\(^2^3\). The universal oldest hatred, condemning all Jews in a nation’s midst (particularly in the Christian nations) has become the newest international hatred: **condemning the Jewish nation in the midst of all nations**.\(^2^4\)

All in all, this situation creates a scene in which institutions around the world, many claiming to implement the most progressive and caring policies, systematically encourage imperialist Islamists and endanger everyone who does not join their ranks or submit to their triumphalism. All suffer: Jews, Christians, Buddhists, Hindus, Muslims, atheists and homosexuals. Feminists and progressives ardently support hard chauvinists who defend Sharia, despite knowing that it is not progressive at all: it is both religious and gender apartheid.

Among the many terrifying examples of this self-destructive progressive support for genocidal Jihadis, there is:

- **The United Nations, and WHO\(^2^5\):**
  Israel, the sole Jewish nation, is by far the most vilified nation in the world, vilified by all 57 Islamic nations and the 100-plus Christian nations (including the UK), and the secularized nations (such as Sweden and France), and the Communist nations. Israel is even vilified, as the worst of all nations, by some high-profile Jews, not only in the Diaspora, but in Israel! Vilifying Israel makes you popular, especially if you are Jewish; advocating for Israel makes you a pariah.
• **The Universities**, where a combination of Saïd and Foucault-inspired post-colonialism fosters the myth of Israeli evil. A massive influx of funding from countries like Qatar produce a bumper crop of Jihadi-inspired teachers and activists on our campuses: A recent report by ISGAP\(^6\) highlighted the “direct correlation between the funding [billions of dollars] of Western universities by Qatar and the Gulf States and the active presence of groups such as Students for Justice in Palestine…”.

• **Embracing the Enemy**: The perverse folly of Western political leaders who pander Islamists and present them as friends, and use terms such as “Palestinian solidarity” and “Free Palestine” as euphemisms for what the Palestinian regimes obsessively preach and write in their political covenants: “obliterate Israel” and kill her “every last Jew”.

   “Tomorrow evening it will be my pleasure and my honour to host an event in Parliament where our friends from Hizbollah will be speaking. I've also invited friends from Hamas to come and speak as well…”
   **Jeremy Corbyn MP, London, 30 March 2009**

• **The Western churches**, who share with Jihadist Muslims more supersessionist resentment about the Jews than they share progressive values with Israel. The Church of England prefers to obsess about “justice for [an irredentist] Palestine” than to defend Middle East Christians from terrible persecution by triumphalist Muslims, including the Palestinian Authority\(^2^7\). The same can be said of the World Council of Churches, and Christian charities such as Oxfam, Christian Aid and the Red Cross. Last year, former Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt ordered the Church of England to report on what Hunt says is the “near genocide” of the “millions of Christians” who have been “uprooted from their homes … killed, kidnapped, and imprisoned,” or beaten by mobs. But “the greatest story never told of the 21st century,” remains unknown and unaddressed, because of “misguided political correctness”.

• **“Human Rights”** NGOs, who share the same misplaced priorities, so bent off course by their obsession with the tiny state of Israel and their support for the Palestinian victims,
that they can barely attend to the world’s truly terrible violations of human rights. The moral and empirical disorientation can be readily seen in how “human rights activists” who are profoundly opposed to capital punishment attack one of the earliest democracies to eliminate it, and side with political movements who summarily execute in the streets.

- **The international court**, which, rather than prosecute genocidal murder, prefer to prosecute what – in comparison with the real criminals – does not even count as a misdemeanour.

- **The feminists**, who somehow cannot find their voice when it comes to the fate of Muslim women, and yet embrace the voice of Muslim women who demand Arab and Iranian women’s rights be subordinated to taking out the Zionist entity, who speak with the voice of their patriarchal masters. The feminists who objected to Brandeis University honoring the feminist Ayaan Hirsi Ali, because, although she was born and raised Muslim, is apparently an “Islamophobe” by daring to advocate for Muslim women against the most crushing theocracies of contemporary Islam and calling for reformation of Islam.

- **The news media**, which report any crime that the Palestinians accuse the Israelis of committing, while ignoring the endless stream of hatred and incitement to violence that permeates Palestinian media.28

This bizarre, cruel, and, in the long run, fatal moral inversion has been especially intense in the 21st century. Indeed, when Palestinian suicide terror was at its murderous and most hateful high point (2001-2002), just when one would expect the liberal democracies to turn in horror away from such an awful, violent totalitarian, hate-inspired movement, “support for the Palestinian cause” became a “litmus test” for liberals.29 It would be harder to describe a more disoriented progressive morality.

This disorientation has affected every level of decision-making in the 21st century, from administrators and professors in academia explaining the value of looting,30 to journalists who consistently under-report the “mostly peaceful riots” of Antifa and BLM.31 All this is an extension of a longstanding policy of reporting Palestinian propaganda as if it were news and not reporting the dark side of their “resistance.” Journalists covering Islam are convinced by what they want to be convinced by and thereby choose the stories they choose to tell and not to tell, all the while keeping in mind the impact any news item will have on their audience’s political choices.

Thus, people who pride themselves on being anti-racist unwittingly become humanitarian racists32 by revealing their extremely low expectations of Arab and Pakistani Muslims. To
say, as so many did, “what choice do they have?” is to consider Palestinian Arabs a race of entirely reactive people with no moral agency. 33 Jews of Israel on the other hand are harshly judged according to impossible standards. Caliphaters are excused for their male chauvinism, their hateful rhetoric and their merciless quest for dominion: It is “resistance”; it is “social justice”: one man's terrorist is another's freedom fighter.

For the first time in history, a wonderful, progressive, civic, free, dignified culture is within reach of mankind the world over, a genuinely peaceful and productive global community. But it will remain beyond reach until the world is cured of its soft-spot for genocidal anti-Israelism. This new mutation of the oldest hatred has the same DNA as the original forms: a deep invidious need to debase Jews in order to feel superior, a tendency which the theological philosopher David Patterson argues is a deep metaphysical desire to hide from God, if not kill God. 34 This desire is common to supersessionist Christians (who then project that desire onto the Jews as deicides) and Muslims, and, for obvious reasons, Socialists and others with ideologically-atheist visions for ordering the world.

And there are many Jews who affirm the new antisemitism, a minority of world’s Jews of course, but often the most vocal, passionate, popular, and influential of all. 35 In the UK, three of the four founding members of the “Momentum” movement – the Internationalist-Socialist movement that elevated Jeremy Corbyn to leader of the Labour Party – are proud-to-be ASHamed Jews. They turned a party that traditionally supported Israel – with its kibbutzim and cooperative initiatives – into a party that cast out its Israel-supporting Jews, recruited Israel-hating Jews, and gave all Labour Party conference delegates the Palestinian flag to wave to the world’s media. Similarly, in the USA, groups like Jewish Voice for Peace and If Not Now scramble to align themselves with those most Woke and most hostile to Israel (such as BDS and BLM).

Of course, from the safety of the USA and the UK, it is easy to justify support for Hamas – the “Holy Land” branch of the Muslim Brotherhood – and it is easy to justify or ignore other forms of genocidal ideology in the Middle East. Even when terror comes to Europe, such as the many Islamist attacks in France, UK and other European nations, the Western liberal mind seems to be incapable of conceiving that other human beings are rationally capable of making themselves into human bombs in order to wipe out their enemies. It’s all so irrational: “mental illness... desperation... dying to win”.

Pickles/Landes Genocidal Anti-Israelism – The Ticking Time Bomb
For instance, there was a terrorist attack in February of this year (2020) in the London suburb of Streatham by a young Muslim Englishman who set out to murder English infidels and become a religious martyr. The attack was widely described as a “senseless attack”\textsuperscript{36}, and a “cowardly attack”. London’s Mayor Sadiq Khan tweeted: “The resilience of Londoners never fails to inspire me and as the people of Streatham have shown, cowardly attempts to divide us will never succeed.” Liberals consider “senseless violence” a tautology: all violence is irrational to them; but those in “Strong Horse” political cultures consider the expression an oxymoron: all violence is meaningful. And despite our high-minded pretense, we know perfectly well what this violence means: do not mess with genocidal haters.

In fact, the suicide attack was neither senseless nor cowardly: the “martyr” took as the primary goal of his life to die a \textit{shuhada} in the cause of terrifying the infidel into submission\textsuperscript{37}. It is the unfathomable superhuman courage of the suicide attacker that inflicts the psychological terror and confusion on the society. The cowardice comes not from the suicide murderer but the commentators who should explain the base origins of this hatred, but instead, by calling it senseless, actually obey its logic of submission. In other words, our “thought leaders” show no interest in the ticking time bombs until they go off. At which point, they mouth the “thoughts-and-prayers” pieties about things we are supposed to understand as “senseless” and “cowardly” acts. But whatever we do, let us not provoke more of their senseless violence by criticizing their genocidal hatreds!

Not until 2020 has President Macron seemed to come to realize that his nation must break this cycle, made more urgent by the very recent Islamist attacks in France, including the murders and beheadings of a schoolteacher in Paris and of churchgoers in Nice, and widespread arson and vandalism of churches. The French senate produced in July 2020 a commendable long report\textsuperscript{38} on Islamism in France, acknowledging that it promotes separatism (teaching that the host culture and laws are inferior to the one Islamism wants to impose), and teaches values incompatible with the French Republic, whilst cynically defending its position behind the shield of « Islamophobie ». Islamism has, of course, already been allowed too much time to unleash its antisemitism on France, and therefore Macron’s initiative has come too late for many Jews. French Jewry has witnessed a 21st-century Jewish mass exodus of tens of thousands, causing former French Prime Minister Manuel Valls to warn, “if 100,000 Jews leave, France will no longer be France. The French Republic will be judged a failure.” And in 2019 President Macron acknowledged that France is experiencing a “resurgence of antisemitism unseen since World War II."

« Les adeptes des Frères Musulmans véhiculent l’antisémitisme, le séparatisme et pratiquent un islam politique contraire aux valeurs de la République. C’est pourquoi il faut interdire le territoire national à leurs leaders et représentants ».

N° 595, SÉNAT SESSION EXTRAORDINAIRE DE 2019-2020
Despite all this, the French Government remains as anti-Israelist (anti-Israelism being the new antisemitism) as every other European nation, as we can see from France’s obsessively anti-Israel voting records at the UN. And immediately following the blast in Beirut, President Macron dropped into Lebanon, thinking he could persuade the politicians of Hizbollah, the genocidal anti-Israelists of the “Party of Allah” linked to Iran, to accept the reasoning of a Frenchman proposing secularism as an alternative to Islamism.

Alas, it was a Frenchman, the journalist Charles Enderlin, whose false news was instrumental in getting France and the rest of this world into this mess in the first place.

Twenty Years of Lethal Journalism

The West’s diligent refusal so see, and report, genocidal anti-Israelism and global Islamism for what they are, even when they arrive on the doorstep

“Jihad is our way and Shahada [Martyrdom] is our most exalted wish.”

This is the founding Creed of the Muslim Brotherhood dating back to 1928, echoed here by Mustafa Mashur, Leader of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, from 1996 – 2002, in his book Jihad is the Way. Mashur called on Muslims throughout the world to wage jihad against Israel.

“The persecution of Christians throughout much of the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and elsewhere is one of the crimes against humanity of our time, and I am appalled at the lack of protest it has evoked...What is happening to Christians in these places is the religious equivalent of ethnic cleansing. We must not forget either, as others have said, that the vast majority of victims of Islamist violence and terror are Muslim, and our hearts go out to them too, as they do to members of all other persecuted groups such as the Baha’i in Iran, and so many others.

“I wish I did not have to speak about the position of Jewish communities throughout the world but, sadly, I do. In the past few weeks mobs have assaulted Jews in France, attacking synagogues and setting fire to Jewish-owned shops. There were attacks in Berlin... Forgive me if I say that I did not expect, 120 years after the Dreyfus case and 70 years after the Holocaust, that the cry of “Death to the Jews” would be heard again in the streets of France and Germany... we pay a high price for our fascination with extremists. It is the worst, not the best, who know how to capture the attention of a troubled and confused world.”

Rabbi Lord Sacks, speech in the House of Lords, 24 July 2014

On August 9, 2001, Ahlam Tamimi, a 20-year-old Jordanian/Palestinian student of journalism, and a TV newsreader, was introduced by her Hamas handlers to the devoutly religious man 22-year old Izz al-Din Shuheiil al-Masri, of an affluent Jenin family with Egyptian roots, enthused by the Brotherhood’s call to become a shahada, a human bomb.
The plan was that Tamimi dress like a tourist and escort her human bomb to his destination – Sbarro Pizzeria in downtown Jerusalem – with a custom-rigged guitar case filled with explosives and flesh-ripping nuts, bolts and nails. Tamimi – who had spent days scouting a venue that was likely to have most Jewish children – told al-Masri to order a pizza, wait 10 minutes, and then detonate himself, as she made her way home to later calmly report the event as she read the News on Palestinian TV. Ahlam Tamimi remains to this day a media celebrity in Jordan (where for five years she was given her own popular weekly TV slot) broadcasting in Arabic Nazi-style antisemitism to the whole of the Arab-speaking world. She is the pride of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan.

The explosion killed or maimed virtually everyone in the restaurant and outside. Fifteen people, eight of them children, died immediately. Some 130 others, many of them teenagers or young mothers pushing strollers, suffered often horrific injuries. A sixteenth victim remains in a permanent vegetative state at the time of this writing. Both Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad claimed credit.

On 12 August 2001, Sarah Montague – presenter of BBC’s Radio 4 Today program – telephoned Arnold Roth, father of Malki Roth, one of the child fatalities of the Sbarro Pizzeria mass murder. Roth is an English-speaking attorney, the head at the time of a drug-development technology company, and an easy person to track down. When the BBC telephoned, shortly after Malki had been buried, Arnold Roth was at home, sitting on a low stool with his grieving children and surrounded by visitors come to comfort on this first day of the family’s 7-day shiva, the traditional period of Jewish mourning and prayer that follows the death of a member of the family. Montague asked whether Roth would be willing to come onto Radio 4 Today by phone the following morning to be in a two-sided interview with a man called al-Masri, the father of the human bomb. This would enable the audience to hear “the two sides” of the atrocity.

[Graphic following: Jordan-based Arabic news presenter, Ablah Tamimi, and the BBC news presenter Sarah Montague. Tamimi has a much greater global reach than Montague. Jordan affords Tamimi a global media platform whilst failing to honor an extradition treaty with the US, brought about because amongst Tamimi’s victims in Jerusalem were two American citizens, including Malki, the daughter of the indefatigable attorney Arnold Roth who will, ultimately, win this ongoing war.]
Arnold Roth declined subsequent “the two sides” journalistic approaches, including from Tim Palmer of Australia’s ABC, its chief correspondent in the Middle East at the time, proposing to interview both the father of the human bomb and the father of victim.\textsuperscript{40} It seemed to Roth that the father of the terrorist on the other hand was being shopped around by Hamas to the receptive world’s media, as if Hamas had been preparing the media campaign at the same time it was preparing the bomb, and (Arnold told us), he was being approached not by Anglophone journalists, but Anglophone “pornographers”.

The science and spirituality of Islamist suicide terror aims at maximum damage to the largest number of civilians, especially children, women, the elderly... the mist of blood conjoining that of the martyr with that of his victims, the metal shards tearing flesh, rejoicing in the successful completion of the martyrdom operation, the cult of martyr veneration... In other words, global Jihadis turned the most heinous and perverted form of terrorism imaginable into an act of worship. For the atheist progressive, it’s hard to imagine a more apt form of religious perversion to denounce.

And yet, even when it was the subject of the inquiry, journalists would not report on this. When, on October 12, 2000, a crowd of Palestinian men killed two Israeli reservists in police custody, tore their bodies apart and dragged burning pieces through the city of Ramallah, shouting “revenge for the blood of Muhammad al Dura,” Palestinian Authority Religious official, Sheikh Halabaya gave a sermon in Gaza, broadcast on PA TV.

“The Jews are the Jews. Whether Labor or Likud, the Jews are Jews. They do not have any moderates or any advocates of peace. They are all liars. They must be butchered and must be killed... The Jews are like a spring as long as you step on it with your foot it doesn’t move. But if you lift your foot from the spring, it hurts you and punishes you... It is forbidden to have mercy in your hearts for the Jews in any place and in any land. Make war on them any place that you find yourself. Any place that you meet them, kill them.

“Slay them wherever you find them.”
William Orme, when he wrote an authoritative article on Israel’s claims that the PA was inciting to genocide, just as the Hutu radio stations did in Rwanda only a few years earlier, gave only one example of incitement, taken and truncated from the Halabaya sermon quoted above: “The Jews are the Jews. Whether Labor or Likud, the Jews are Jews. They do not have any moderates or any advocates of peace…” [!] Genocidal incitement? What genocidal incitement?

Before the Sbarro Pizzeria bombing, this suicidal Jihad had successfully carried out almost two dozen devastating attacks on buses, malls, restaurants, night clubs, train stations and city centers. The Israeli government had tried, unsuccessfully, to handle this without much fanfare, and it indeed would not openly move against the centers of this military campaign (especially in Jenin Refugee camp) until after the Passover Seder attack of March 2002, nine months later. In the meantime, one would have thought that Western media would be intent on reporting this genocidal ideology to the West, partly because it was so similar to Nazi genocidal apocalyptic, but also since it was part and parcel of a plan to conquer the West. Instead, Western news outlets remained astonishingly silent on this phenomenon, following the astonishing lead of the NYT’s William Orme.

When one spoke with journalists back then about the apocalyptic hadith, they would respond not, “no one invokes it”, but rather, “it’s not apocalyptic; everyone says it.” And so, like Pallywood, it remained a public secret: everyone in the know knew about it; but no one would talk about it.

Seth and Sherri Mandell, parents whose 14-year old son Koby and friend were butchered while hiking, lamented:

“In a stunning and painful development, many American newspapers, including The New York Times and The Washington Post, have bought the Palestinian propaganda line that murderers who kill innocent Israelis like Koby are not terrorists trying to instill fear and demoralize a civilian population, but rather “militants” who are engaged in a campaign of warfare against a repressive government”.

When an eighteen-year old Palestinian girl recruited by the PA-sponsored Al Aqsa brigade blew herself up at an Israeli shopping mall, killing, among her five victims, an Israeli girl of the same age, Newsweek magazine ran a cover story with the two sharing the front cover, and covering their stories:
What the media considered “balanced” coverage struck Israelis as a moral equivalence between firemen and arsonists. The legacy Western news media, supposedly the eyes and ears of a civic democracy, play a key role in the process of misreading a battlefield. Victims of Jihad are reminders of just how awful that Jihad is, and when it comes to the determined fantasy that insists that “the vast majority of Muslims (including political Islam) are peaceful moderates,” such memories do not sit well. Choosing between the fantasy of peace and the acknowledgment of victims’ claims – past, present, and future – on our attention, Western leaders, at least so far, choose to harden their hearts to real victims, and protect imagined Muslim ones, marginalized and underrepresented by our ‘systemic racist’ and ‘Islamophobic’ culture.

The UAE’s opening up to Israel, and the warming of relations with a number of other Arab states, presents the world with an interesting opportunity. Today, we hear Arabs capable of moving forward rather than repeating the old belligerent mantras of grievance and revenge, hopeful signs of positive-sum relationships between Israel and her neighbors, at a time when the Arab world needs to build viable states and take care of their own people’s welfare. Does one wish it well? Or bear it malice in support of the Palestinians, who thereby lose the leverage of a uniform Arab-Muslim irredentism. The angry reaction of the “pro-Israel, tough love” crowd reveals disturbing subterranean animosities that reflect the moral and political disorientation we are trying to identify.

In particular, they have a strong say in what is considered Islamophobic, and hence, unsayable. Perhaps, if those diplomats who advocate tough love to Israel, listened to those Arabs who actually want peace with Israel, they might learn something:

“There will come a day when we will see far more radical extremists and terrorists coming out of Europe because of lack of decision-making, trying to be politically correct, or assuming that they know the Middle East, and they know Islam, and they know the others far better than we do; and I’m sorry, but that’s pure ignorance.”

_UAE Foreign Minister, Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed, recently briefing the world’s press_
The core of the problem is the Muslim Brotherhood – the authors and purveyors of Islamism – powerful behind the scenes in both the Middle East and the West, all working for the global Caliphate in one way or another, all exercising extraordinary power and influence, using the shield of “Islamophobia”, consuming Western democracies from the inside out. And this is not conspiracy theory, it is conspiracy, as the French state has finally started to accept, and as we can see in the 244 page report published in July 2020, Sénat N° 595, Session Extraordinaire, now on the French senate website. Mieux vaut tard que jamais.

But we must remember that the French state is still protecting, after 20 years and numerous court cases, Charles Enderlin and France 2 (state-owned TV) from the Al Dura hoax, the hoax that sparked the Second Intifada and turned almost all nations (certainly every Muslim nation) against Israel. President Chirac, notoriously anti-Israel and pro-PLO, himself praised the work of Charles Enderlin, and his Blood Libel.

The only comprehensive chronicle (including of every French court case to date) of the Al Dura affair is the book by Nidra Poller, whose title and subtitle are an accurate and alarming summary of our 20-year sleep, from which we must now wake:

AL DURA, Long Range Ballistic Myth – From the staged “death” of a Palestinian youth to the real threat of an Iranian bomb.

“It is a strategy of contemporary Jihad. Unable to defeat Israel militarily, its enemies are trying to destroy the state by a blitzkrieg of specious arguments and lopsided analyses. Now as in the past, blood libels unleash murderous violence... Instead of comprehending the overall situation we are dealing case by case with endless examples and persistently attributing our own criteria to an enemy that is playing by utterly different rules. This not only jeopardizes our self-defense on the ground, it subverts the very rationality that defines our civilization and preserves our precious freedom.”

Nidra Poller, AL DURA, Long Range Ballistic Myth, 2014

And as Melanie Phillips – who accompanied Nidra Poller and Richard Landes in the French courts – recently wrote on the subject of Iran: the British Government seems to want to lead the world into “unholy alliance” with those who want to “shore up this terrorist rogue state”.

In 20th century Europe, the chant “Death to the Jews” was heard first on the streets of France, throughout the protracted Dreyfus Affair, a scandal which implicated all the major French institutions, not least the Church, which was notoriously antisemitic/anti-Dreyfusard, not least through a flood of antisemitic publications written by the clergy. When the corruptions and conspiracies were finally exposed, and Captain Dreyfus was
released from his cruel incarceration on “Devil’s Island”, there were many overwhelming consequences for France, not least the removal of religion from French institutions – laïcité, or secularism – and an increased role for the free press: the fourth estate.

A century later, “Death to the Jews” is heard again on the streets of France, and the free press, not least in French-state media and British-state media, must take much of the blame, and admit culpability for genocidal anti-Israelism since the Al Dura affair. And these media must now start telling the truth to help the Francophone and Anglophone spheres emerge from 20 years of the West’s somnolence and docility to the tune of Islamism.

The 21st century is the century of social media. The Internet truly came of age in 2000 as the first social-media sites and “wiki” encyclopedic sites began to appear. Unsurprisingly, the world’s oldest hatred has ripped through the world’s newest media. It has, therefore, never been more important for the state media of France and Britain – rather than to sate this new global demand for antisemitism/anti-Israelism – to give an honest and truly balanced picture of the world.

Israel has been perpetually at war against invading forces since 1948 (including the British who fought with the invading Transjordan army that ‘cleansed’ Jerusalem of Jews and destroyed all but one of Jerusalem’s 35 synagogues). In war, people get killed, and in every army of every civilized nation, some soldiers, and some commanders, behave badly. But as Colonel Richard Kemp – who has represented UN Watch at UN Watch’s seat in the UN – has often pointed out, the IDF is the “most moral” army in the world, and has “set the bar” for all nations in minimizing civilian casualties. This is quite something to say for a British officer – Roman Catholic – who is immensely proud of the British Army. Colonel Kemp is the much-needed Colonel Picquart of our times, unflinching in his duty to do right.

Israel, despite what the institutionally-antisemitic United Nations habitually proclaim, is not the world’s greatest problem. The world is the world’s greatest problem, and will remain so as long as all nations use, and allow one another to use, Israel, or at least her Jews, as the world’s scapegoat and metaphysical demon.

We say to the world’s governments, forums, religions, and media: do not bear false witness, and do not appease genocidal anti-Israelism, the world’s ticking time bomb.
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Tweet to excerpt from speech by UAE Foreign Affairs Minister:  
https://twitter.com/HananyaNaftali/status/1295344627566940163

Britain: The free world’s craven fifth column, Melanie Phillips:  
https://melaniephillips.substack.com/p/the-free-worlds-craven-fifth-column

Colonel Richard Kemp’s talk on the IDF in Stavanger in 2016:  
Short extract (4 minutes):  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rc6hB5v5Uh8  
Full talk (44 minutes):  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RM_cZCP-_Cw